unu starts
first
deliveries in
October

unu successfully completes pre-order phase and opens online
shop for everyone

•

The unu Scooter can now be ordered online in three models and seven colours from
69€/month or 2.799€ (leasing currently only available in Germany). The first
production batch in the colour matte black will be delivered to pre-order customers
in October.

•

The scooter's connectivity will unfold its full potential in spring and summer 2021,
when the unu App will be released, followed by smart features such as navigation,
anti-theft protection and digital key sharing which can be activated via over the air
updates.

•

Over the next months, both new and existing customers will have the chance to be
convinced of the second product generation by local pioneers offering individual
test ride experiences.

September 1st 2020

Berlin, September 1st 2020
The Berlin-based e-mobility company unu starts regular sales of the new unu Scooter
model via its own online shop after successfully completing the pre-order phase. The
first production batch of the unu Scooter in the colour matte black will be delivered to
pre-order customers in October, all further models will follow from November on.
Without having tested the unu Scooter before, the product has convinced the preorder customers especially the fact that unu has completely designed and developed
the scooter itself in cooperation with partners like Bosch and LG in Germany. The
model offers space for two people, as well as the largest storage space (33.4 l with
two batteries inserted) and one of the fastest acceleration values in the electric
scooter segment. The scooter's connectivity will unfold its full potential in spring and
summer 2021, when the unu App will be released, followed by smart features such as
navigation, anti-theft protection and digital key sharing which can be activated via over
the air updates.
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13.000 signed up for test drives
The first pre-order customers and those interested in a test drive have already been
able to try out the scooter in Berlin. Since the scooter was announced last year, almost
13,000 people in Germany, Austria, France and the Netherlands have registered for a
test drive. Especially in large cities like Berlin, Amsterdam and Paris, the interest in
compact mobility alternatives such as the unu Scooter has increased in recent months.
First impressions are published by unu in a video accompanying the start of the current
campaign. Over the next months, both new and existing customers will have the
chance to be convinced of the second product generation by local pioneers offering
individual test ride experiences.

Safe and flexible e-mobility for everyone
"I am extremely proud to see what our teams have accomplished. Together, we have
overcome many hurdles, worked tirelessly and are therefore so excited to be able to
finally make the new unu scooter available to everyone", says Mathieu Caudal (cofounder and COO unu). At the same time, the company has taken the current
developments in the sharing market during the Corona crisis as an opportunity to
concentrate fully on the demand of private customers for the coming months. "Right
now we want to offer our customers the opportunity to get from A to B safely, flexibly
and cost-effectively. At the moment, this is mainly done with private vehicles. At a time
when people are anxious and thinking twice about returning to public and shared
mobility, our new scooter has arrived at just the right time – offering an alternative to a
return to the days of car ownership. However, we are observing the situation with
curious optimism and continue our conversations with interested sharing providers",
says Pascal Blum (co-founder and CEO unu).
The scooter can be ordered online in three models and seven colours from 69€/month
or 2.799€ (leasing currently only available in Germany). For regular buyers, the first unu
Scooters will be delivered ready to drive directly to the customer’s front door from
November.
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unu is the market leader in the German-speaking e-scooter sector and was founded in
2013 by Pascal Blum, Mathieu Caudal and Elias Atahi. The idea was born during their
studies in Beijing, where the limited mobility in a big city was particularly noticeable.
Within ten months, unu launched its first product generation: The unu Scooter Classic,
which has enabled the company to expand abroad since 2015. Today, the young
company is working on various solutions for urban mobility. When unu launched their
second product generation in 2019, they reached their next milestone: the new unu
Scooter. The e-scooter is networked and can be shared with family, friends or
neighbors thanks to a SIM card and its own app. Also in 2019, unu announced its entry
into the international sharing market with unu Share, an instant solution developed for
partners in the sharing market.
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